CARDIO& STRENGTH
20-20 Fitness
All levels. This high-energy class delivers
20 minutes of resistance training paired with
20 minutes of cardio and core exercises.
Abs Express
7-10 ab moves you can do on your own other
days of the week. Finish up with a brief run to
warm up muscles and burn a few more calories.
Balance
Through flexibility, mobility and strengthening
exercises you can improve your balance and
stability. Mindful movement, focus and control.
Barre
Define your body with this total-body workout.
Incorporate principles of functional strength
training, Dance & Pilates to lengthen and
strengthen your arms, legs and core.
Body Basics
All ages and ability groups. A challenging but
gentle-to-the-joints combination of cardiovas
cular exercise, strength, balance and flexibility
activities.
Cardio Express
All levels. Rotates weekly between bosu, step,
and cycle.
Cardio Intervals/Boot Camp
High-energy class offers total variety for mus
cles and cardiovascular system. Expect any
thing! May include cardio drills, kickboxing
moves, high intensity/low intensity intervals,
simple gym moves and training circuits.
Circuit Strength
Using strength equipment in the Fitness Center
along with core work.
30-minute HI I T and high-rep hybrid weight
lifting class
Code Red
Heart-rate-monitored specialty class combining
cardio interval training and strength training to
ensure maximum calorie burn.
Finish Strong
Tabata training switching from smooth,
controlled strength moves & fast, cardio moves.
Flex & Core Express
I ncrease flexibility, range of motion and stabili
zation of core by incorporating exercises that
use foam rollers, bands and fit balls.Great com
plement to Pilates and Yoga training.

Group Strength
High Intensity complete strength workout using
a variety of fitness equipment.
H igh/Low Express
30 minutes of high/low cardio without the high
impact of many HI I T programs.
Kickfusion
Kicking and punching combinations with
strength moves to engage multiple muscles
while increasing body awareness and control.
Lift Express
All levels. Go at your own pace. Complete
strength program.
Prime T imers
Great class for fun loving folks, for whom age is
merely a number.Get fit & strong together.
SHRED
30-minute HI I T and high-rep hybrid weight
lifting class to torch calories and rev
metabolism. Step Express
Beginner to intermediate. Low impact aerobics
and strength work that is easy on the joints but
with cardio overtones.
Strength in #'s
High Reps, low-moderate weights. Use a mix of
gym "toys" to rev metabolism through pure
strength training.
Tabata & Core
High Intensity interval training method that
follows specific format of 20 seconds
cardio/strength, followed by 10 seconds of
rest..
TRX
Different class formats and equipment added
each week. Guaranteed to challenge your mind
and body each week.
Body Blast TRX
A fun, fast paced, full body conditioning work
out where the music is the driving force.
TRX Boot Camp
High intensity workout to challenge muscular
strength and core function with every exercise.
Utilizes interval training to challenge individuals
of all levels and will give you a total body work
out in just 45 minutes.
Zumba
All levels. Zumba combines high-energy and
motivating Latin music with unique moves and
combinations.No dance experience required.

MIND& BODY
Mind Body
Bring a sense of flow and energy to your day.Using
breath to promote focus & fluidity of movement,
experience movement sequences to increase
overall flexibility, balance and muscular endurance.
Incorporating basic elements of Pilates, Tai Chi,
Yoga, and functional movement. Use of balls, foam
rollers and resistance bands.
Pilates Fusion (Pilates)
Utilize the Pilates Chairs and other accessory tools
to achieve a powerful, mindful body workout that
will increase strength, flexibility, balance, and mo
bility.
Pilates Mat
All levels. A mixed-level mat Pilates class that fo
cuses on exercises to strengthen muscles and add
flexibility. Variations offered to students.
Pi Iates Plus
Higher intensity pilates mat.
Tai Chi
Ancient Chinese practices of tai chi combines low,
deliberate movements, mediation and breathing

CYCLE
Cycle
*Intermediate. Indoor group cycling where you
will discover the athlete within. High-energy,
exhilarating and easy on the joints.T his program
is limited to a max of 24 participants per class.
Spinterval
Incorporates intervals of strength and core
exercises off the bike with high cardio bouts on
the bike.

AQUATIC
Aqua Fit
Beginner to intermediate. A low-impact, com
plete workout.
Aqua Interval
Beginner to intermediate. Alternating aerobic
intensity intervals. Strength work included.
Aqua Zumba
Blend Zumba philosophy with water resistance.
Low impact. High-energy.Party in the pool.

Follow us on Facebook @SportsCore & lnstagram @KohlerSportsCore to stay updated on news and promotions!
#KohlerSportsCore
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